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When states made the possession
and sale of LSD illegal, laboratories within
the then-burgeoning illicit drug culture began
to quickly fill the void by producing LSD and
a variety of other hallucinogens. Many of
those who began to grow or import
marihuana or manufacture and distribute
LSD did so more as an act of cultural or
political defiance than as an economic and
criminal enterprise. There was in these early
days a degree of separation between what
was perceived as a cultural exchange of
drugs and what would have been viewed as
exploitive drug trafficking.
The most frequent drug transaction
was between persons who bought small
amounts of marihuana or LSD and passed
parts of this purchase along to their friends
without any motive for profit. Some early
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dealers were glorifed in this new polydrug
culture, perhaps none more than the man
known as “Owsley.”
No one outside of Sandoz Laboratory
was more famous for their skills in the
manufacture of LSD than was Augustus
Owsley Stanley III. Beginning in 1965, he
became the most famous “street chemist”
ever, turning out an unending litany of
products beginning with methamphetamine,
then LSD and then other varieties of
hallucinogens. Owsley's product was known
by such exotic names as Blue Dots, Green
Flats, White Lightning, Purple Haze--names
taken from their color, form or effect--and for
an "honest 250 micrograms in every tab"
(Perry, p. 81). His product was so consistent
in a drug culture becoming known for
misrepresentation and adulteration that
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dealers everywhere peddled their product as
"genuine Owsley."
Owsley was also know for marketing
his product through free samples,
particularly to band members, and for
controlling the retail price of LSD which he
wanted to keep at $2 per tab. Jay Stevens
summarized Owsley's mission as follows:
"He was going to save the world by making
the purest and cheapest and most abundant
LSD possible" (Stevens, 1987, p. 203).
Owsley was arrested in 1967 and sentenced
to prison. His name stands as a cultural
artifact of the 1960s drug culture.
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Drugs have been part of our culture since the middle of the last century. Popularized in the 1960s by music and mass media, they
invade all aspects of society. An estimated 208 million people internationally consume illegal drugs. In the United States, results from
the 2007 National Survey on Drug Use and Health showed that 19.9 million Americans (or 8% of the population aged 12 or older) used
illegal drugs in the month prior to the survey. The 1960s had some tremendous moments that would shape the world for the coming
decades.Â Created in 1963, the pill would go on to become the most commonly sold drug in the world. Computer Mouse. Unless you
are a gamer, there is a good chance your computer mouse goes greatly underappreciated.Â Speaking of video games, the first video
games appeared in the 1960s. If you grew up playing countless hours of video games as a kid and still occasionally do, you can thank
Ralph Baer. In 1967 Baer played and lost his first two-player self-created video game. The 1960s began an era of young adult revolution
and liberation (Owram, 1996) during which time a major epidemic of drug use and abuse surfaced among middle-class youth in North
America and Western Europe (Meyer, 1996).Â In a review of the literature related to drugs and family in the 1970s, Stanton (1979)
described the fragmentation of extended families that overlooked drug-taking behavior in their adolescents. Families Parenting
Adolescents With Substance Abuse--Recovering the Mother's Voice: A Narrative Literature Review.Â This paper examines the evolution
of ideas about narcotic addiction.Â Whilst there is widespread acceptance that industrial noise is a hazard, it is one that is frequently
taken for granted, and measures to deal with it are often inadequate.

